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About Hard Drive Cloning
Tip:  Click Marport logo at the bottom of pages to come back to the table of
contents.

Cloning hard drives consists in the following steps:

1. Clone one computer hard drive that already has all required software and settings.
2. Store the cloned hard drive image on an external hard drive.
3. Install the hard drive image on other computers of the same model.

This method allows you to keep consistency among the systems and to reduce the
configuring time. Installing a cloned hard drive on a computer only takes about 15
minutes.

The software used to clone hard drives is called Carbon Copy Cloner. It is only available
on Mac OS X. You have to buy a license for it and download it from this address: https://
bombich.com/download.
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Preparing the External Hard Drive
To clone hard drives and install them, you need to store the images of the cloned hard
drives on an external hard drive.

Before you begin
You need an external hard drive that has an important storage capacity. A good capacity
would be of 1TGo.

Procedure

1. Plug in your external hard drive to your computer via USB.
2. Open Disk Utility to manage your external hard drive.
3. Create partitions to store on each one the cloned hard drive images. You can for

example create the following partitions:
• Carbon Copy Cloner app (1Go)
• Mac mini El Capitan image (approx. 100Go)
• Mac mini Sierra image (approx. 100Go)
• Mac mini i7 image (approx. 100Go)
• Mac mini i5 image (approx. 100Go)
• Mac pro image (approx. 100Go)

Note:  You can also create partitions according to the OS language.
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Installing Carbon Copy Cloner
You need to download and install Carbon Copy Cloner on a partition on the external hard
drive. This way, you can easily use CCC for different computer clonings.

Before you begin
You have prepared an external hard drive with a partition for CCC.

Procedure

1. Buy a license for CCC and download it from this address: https://bombich.com/
download.

2. From your Downloads folder, double-click the downloaded zip file to extract the CCC
application (this may have be done automatically).

3. Plug in your external hard drive.
4. Drag CCC application to the appropriate external hard drive partition.

Results
Carbon Copy Cloner is now installed on your external hard drive.
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Cloning a Mac Hard Drive
You can clone a Mac hard drive and save the image of this hard drive on an external hard
drive.

Procedure

1. Plug in the external hard drive.
2. From Finder, click Devices >  Carbon Copy Cloner if you created a partition for it, and

double click the application icon.

3. Click Do Not Move to the following message.
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4. From Source, select Mackintosh HD.

5. From Destination, select the partition in the external hard drive where you want to
clone the Mac hard drive image.

.
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6. Click Clone.

7. If needed, enter your computer password.
8. Wait for the cloning to be completed (approx. 10 mins).

9. When the cloning is finished, click No Thanks to the following window:
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10. From the external hard drive, check that the Mac system folders have been saved.

11. Close Carbon Copy Cloner and remove the external hard drive.
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Installing a Mac Cloning
Once you have cloned a Mac hard drive, you can install its image on another Mac of the
same model. Be aware that this operation completely delete the second Mac previous hard
drive contents.

Before you begin

• You have cloned a Mac hard drive and stored it on an external hard drive.
• Mac computer is switched off.

About this task

Important:  When installing cloned images of hard drives, always perform this
operation on the same type of computer model (e.g. install a Mac mini i7 cloned
image only on another Mac mini i7 and not a i5 or Mac pro computer).

Procedure

1. Plug in the external hard drive to your switched off Mac computer.
2. Press Cmd + R, then switch on the computer while still holding Cmd + R until Apple

logo appears on the screen.
3. Select your language.
4. Ignore the Mac OS Utilities window and from the top left corner of your screen, click

the Apple Menu  > Startup Disk.

5. Select the partition containing the cloned Mac hard drive and click Restart twice.
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The computer restarts on the cloned hard drive.
6. From Finder, click Devices >  Carbon Copy Cloner if you created a partition for it, and

double click the application icon.

7. From Source, select the partition containing the cloned Mac hard drive.
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8. From Destination, select Mackintosh HD.

9. Click Clone.

10. Wait for the installation to be completed (approx. 10 mins).
11. Once the installation is completed, click Apple Menu  >  Shut Down.
12. Remove the external hard drive and switch on the computer.
13. Once the computer is running:
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a) Open VMware Fusion and click Take ownership, then I copied it from the two
windows that appear.

b) From the VMware Fusion toolbar at the top of the screen, click VMware Fusion > 
License.

c) Enter the correct license instead of the one written, belonging to the cloned Mac.
d) From Scala, open the receiver page and check there are no error messages.
e) From the receiver Processor window, check that you see the prompt marport:

login:

Note:  The prompt ending by failed does not impact the correct
functionning, you can ignore it.
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